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T Symbols 

 
Table (oblong) - moves as ritual in the disciple’s body.1 

Tables (two) (dc) - two forms of initiation and instruction. 

Tables (many) (ark) - many forms of initiation and instruction. 

Table (rectangle) - the form of man; initiation through forms and objects; the door; a new 

experience; meeting the master. 

Table (rectangle w/white cloth) - body or form of the Lord; an agape feast of love in the night 

with Christ. 

Table (round) - the combining of disciples together; being instructed in the higher worlds; sacred 

intimacy; instruction at night. 

Table (round w/white tablecloth) - the combining of disciples together; being instructed in the 

higher worlds; sacred intimacy; instruction at night; an agape feast of love. 

Table (with white cloth) (IS) - Jesus:  Healing - Light Stream #6. 

Table (square) - personal and family karma. 

Table (square with bulging leg) (ark) – sign of willfulness due to personal and family karma. 

Table (square w/red and white checkered tablecloth) - personal and family karma related to 

abuse of power and perfectionism. 

Tablecloth (soiled) - desecration of the sanctuary. 

Tablecloth (pure white) - sanctification with Christ. 

Tadpole - a cosmic symbol of dormant, germinal life; atavistic memory. 

Taffy (molasses & brown sugar) (ark) - to be stuck in hardened errs from overindulgence. 

Tail (ark) - symbolizes the end.  (Look at accompanying symbol for what is ending.) 

Talisman-Amulet - atavistic, psychic powers. (Tribal priests understood symbology through 

atavistic, psychic powers. The talisman-amulets of ancient times were known by the priests and 

chiefs of tribes to hold potent magical power. Present-day amulet beliefs stem from tribal memories 

of primitive symbolic initiation passed down from one generation to another.) i 

Tall - high in stature. 

Tan - hypersensitivity, uncertainty and retreatism. 

Tangerine - a saucy child stimulating the old folks. 

 
1Ann Ree Colton, Islands of Light, Arc Publishing Co., p. 99. 
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Tao - wisdom of the essence or esse which proves everything and brings to order in right timing 

through faith.2 

Tape (scotch) (ark) - to repair or hold things together.  Mending any physical object in a dream 

indicates that one is agreeing to set out on the task of retracing his steps.3  (Note:  See 

accompanying symbol to see what needs repair as this is a code key to determine what needs to be 

retraced.) 

Tapes - banked recordings. 

Tape Recorder (ark) - symbol of banked recordings of telepathic directives waiting to flow into 

the outer mind. 

Tape Transcriber (ark) - ability to receive banked recordings of telepathic directives waiting to 

flow into the outer mind. 

Tapestry (woven) - weaving the tapestry of divinity. 

Tar (crude oil) - one has researched the inner layers of the earth.  In dreams the initiate learns that 

oil is the liquid breath and prana for the mighty atom centered in the core of the earth. 

Tarantula - a malicious and deliberate sidestepper who places the burden upon others; a 

malicious and poisonous slanderer who spreads the poisoned word without thought of its result 

and consequence. 

Tarantula (brownish red on forehead) - karmic suffering caused by past-life offenses where one 

had authority and maliciously and deliberately sidestepped by placing the burden upon others 

and/or a malicious and poisonous slanderer who spreads the poisoned word without thought of its 

result and consequence. 

Tarot cards (dc) - elemental psychic card; symbols of subconscious related to magic.  Lower 

astral world.  Magical psychic art related to pendulum, or anything used to get psychic response.  

Represents former life of magic.  Injures the 3rd chakra.  Puts holes in 3rd chakra.  Lunar psychics 

played with and still have.  Sets ups dynamite in life and those associated.  (Must use the psychic 

for the spiritual.) 

Tarp (over forest canopy) (ark) - emotionally protected spiritual retreat. 

Tarp (windblown with hole) – one has blown open a hole in their protection while cleansing astral 

currents and guilt. (See color for more clarification). 

 
2Ann Ree Colton, Faith. 
3Ann Ree Colton, Watch Your Dreams, Arc Publishing Co., p. 355. 
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Tarzan (ark) - exhibiting tribal or primitive instinctual tendencies. 

Taxicab (ktk-ark) - paying or earning your ride through life lessons. (See color for clarification). 

Teacher or Sacred Guru (IS) - pelican; snow top mountain; string of pearls or jewels.  A teacher 

clothed in white garment surrounded by diamond-like light is an etheric guru of the highest order. 

A teacher with the lower part of his garment colored from the rosy earth ether, the upper part of 

the garment diamond-like, is a teacher still living within the reach of gravity, as in the First 

Heaven or Second Heaven - such teachers only come to advanced initiates. 

Teacher or Being (with feet on the floor) (IS) - means the one seen is living on the earth.  

Teacher or Being (with feet above the floor) (IS) - if his feet are above floor, he is in the etheric 

or omniscient state.   

Teacher or Being (seated in yoga position) (IS) - if he is seated in a yoga posture, this is the sign 

of Master-omnipresent powers or being permanently conjoined with his protégé apprentice in the 

earth. 

Teacher (with feet on earth) (IS) - earth worker and earth teacher; also invisible helper and night 

server with visitation powers. 

Tears (grief) - one should be prepared for an approaching grief or loss of someone who has the 

power to wound or grieve him. 

Tears (joy) - one should be prepared for an approaching joyous event. (Research symbols in 

dream regarding its connection.) 

Teeth (ark) - the shape and form of teeth represent characteristics of the personality; decayed 

teeth represent karma. 

Teeth (blood filled gums) (ark) - one is in need of cleansing a prototypal former life personality 

or ancestral record. 

Teeth (brushing) - to dream of a toothbrush indicates that one should begin a cleansing of his 

speaking; a cleansing initiation.   

Teeth (cleaned by a dentist) (ark) - to dream of a person in the dentist’s chair and having teeth 

cleaned with blood flowing from the gums, is a symbol of a prototypal former life personality or 

ancestral record being partly relieved or resolved. 

Teeth (dentist) (ark) - a healer who relieves or resolves karma. 

Teeth (dentist who works with dentures) (ark) - a healer who relieves or resolves the karma of 

those who do not have the sense of letting go or releasing. 
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Teeth (dentures) - false teeth or dentures seen in a dream are a symbol that the one being seen 

does not have the sense of letting go or releasing. 

Teeth (dentures encased in glass) (ark) - relieving or resolving of karma with insulation from the 

lower astral currents. 

Teeth (filled) - to dream of a person in the dentist’s chair and having teeth filled is a symbol of 

karma being partly relieved or resolved. 

Teeth (large, well-formed) - to dream of large and well-formed teeth is the symbol of hospitality. 

Teeth (almost losing one) means one is close to a death or the end of a situation. 

Tooth (losing one) means a death or the end of a situation.   

Teeth (losing several) - to dream of losing one’s own teeth indicates that one is to die to himself.  

To see another person losing teeth is a symbol of approaching death for the one seen, or a relative 

of the one seen. 

Teeth (missing several) - indicates that one has lost his vitality reserve through carelessness or 

poor stewardship. 

Teeth (protruding lower) - protruding lower teeth is a warning to watch out for hidden squirrel-

like hoarding tendencies. 

Teeth (protruding upper) - protruding upper teeth or buck teeth indicates that the person has 

squirrel-like hoarding tendencies. 

Teeth (sharpened or filed) - indicates that the person has cannibalistic temperament in that s/he is 

vampirish, a destroyer of souls; s/he is abnormally over-possessive.  This symbol also indicates 

that one is to be exposed to an amoral or degenerative person. 

Teeth (small and immature lower) (ark) - to dream of a person with the lower teeth being small 

and immature - each too evenly shaped - is a symbol to watch out for hidden tendencies; to be a 

vampire-like person, or one who takes the vitality of others; a psychic drainer.   

Teeth (small and immature upper) - to dream of a person with the upper teeth being small and 

immature - each too evenly shaped - is a symbol of a vampire-like person, or one who takes the 

vitality of others; a psychic drainer.   

Teeth (stained) ark - one is in need of cleansing of his speech. 

Telephone - an alert to be ready for conversation on the inner planes; also a symbol of telepathy. 

Telephone (calling on red phone) (ark) - sending cosmic telepathies.   

Telephone message (ark) - message from the inner planes; also, a symbol of telepathy. 
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Telephone (pushing red hold button) (ark) - a symbol of telepathy; putting cosmic telepathies on 

hold in order to receive communication from the inner planes. 

Telephone (ringing) (ark) - receiving telepathy from the inner planes. 

Television (TV) - instruction from the Master. 

Television (screen) - screen of a television shows means that one is making contact with 

archetypal projected instruction. 

Temple (ark) - the heart; a purified body or vessel. 

Tennis - to combat the adversary. 

Tennis Shoes (white) (ark) - spiritual, pure intent of dedication to combat the adversary.   

Tent (ktk) - temporary residence. 

Tent (whitel)(ark) - temporary spiritual residence. 

Tent (yoga)(ark) - temporary spiritual residence for self-discipline and mastery techniques. 

Theater / Theatre - to dream of a theatre or the gallery (balcony) of a theater means that one is 

being an observer in this night of dreaming. 

Theater (Drive-in) (ark) - one is an observer of archetypal projected instruction within a 

collective group body. 

Treasure (ark) - soul grace, gifts and power. 

Thief (ark) - one who steals grace. 

Thigh (hip) - any form of restraining fabric placed upon the hips or thighs of a man or woman is 

a symbol that one is being taught to raise the primitive fire of the will at the base of the spine and 

the pelvic center into the spiritual fire or akasia. 

Thigh / Hip (touched) - to dream that one is being touched on the hips or thighs (as in the story of 

Jacob wrestling with the dweller, or his initiatory contestant) is the symbol that one is being tried 

for higher degrees of genesis and should be prepared for the coming genesis initiatory trials. 

Thorn - suffering.  Persecution received by a commissioned satanic Judas prototype.4 

Thorns (crown of) (IS) - Jesus:  Healing - Light Stream #6. 

Thorn (on a rose) - survival; every thorn is a sign of etheric knowledge moving into another 

branch of consciousness.5 

Thread - symbol of one’s night industry in mending or weaving the tapestry of divinity.  Also 

 
4Ann Ree Colton, Archetypal Statements, pg. 420. 
5Ann Ree Colton, A Ministry Annointing. 
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denotes being led by a clue to a meaning sought for.   

Throne - the Third Heaven.ii 

Throne (jeweled chair) (IS) - Master K.H. (Koot Hoomi):  Law - Light Stream #4. 

Thunderbird (Phoenix) - an adept with the power to rise in the higher worlds; one who is free of 

personal karma; one who has the grace to determine his embodiment cycles, or one who has the 

power to “go in and out;” the power to immortalize oneself, or the consciousness to remember 

other lifestreams and to re-embody at will. 

Thunderbolt - vajra.6 

Tiger - a ruthless person destroying and devouring for the sake of lust; unleashed senses. The 

primal nature.7 

Tiger lily - a symbol of primitive memories inherited through ancestry. 

Tights (black) (ark) - to dream that you are wearing tights, suggests that you are exposing willful 

or negative aspects of yourself. 

Time (IS) - Recording Angel lesson in timing. 

Time Machine - ego. 

Tissue / Toilet paper - spiritual cleansing. 

Tissue / Toilet paper (wet) - spiritual cleansing in an astral initiation. 

Toad - black magic; black magician; black arts of alchemy. 

Tobacco - psychic dust thrown into the eyes of one seeking psychic excitation.   

Tobacco (smoking) - to be smoking indicates that one is indulging his senses through the use of 

psychic, mesmeric powers. (Tobacco in the waking state produces an over-charged psychic mind.) 

Toes ((Research #34, p.202) - in dreams and visions the toes of the feet correlate to the fingers of 

the hand, and thus have the same symbolic meaning.  See Fingers. (dc) - the five senses. 

Toe (big right) - when seen in a dream or vision indicates that one is being initiated into the 

higher will, and therefore will receive certain lessons relating to the modification in the use of the 

will; and in time will attain spiritual authority. 

Toilet - eliminating the outgrown. 

Toilet bowl - one is preparing to eliminate one’s acts of the past. 

Toilet bowl liner (ark) - spiritual protection when one is preparing to eliminate one’s acts of the 

 
6Ann Ree Colton, Mandala. 
7Ann Ree Colton, Transenergization. 
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past. 

Tomatoes - nectar for the lazy. 

Tomb (open) (IS) - Jesus:  Healing - Light Stream #6. 

Tongue - symbol of logos; spirit of truth. 

Tongue (bitten while kissing) (ark) - rejection of untrained sentiments directed toward him by a 

person expressing sensuality. 

Tongue (brushing) - to dream of brushing one’s tongue indicates that one should begin a 

cleansing of his speaking; a cleansing initiation. 

Tongue (sticking out) (ark) - mocking the spirit of truth.   

Tooth (losing one) means a death; the end of a situation.     

Tornado - warning of initiatory trial to come; a warning dream of drastic change; an impending 

storm. 

Torpedo - <collective projection of negative Judas mind current; ^used to keep out alien or evil 

spirits. 

Tortilla (flour) (ark) – represents primitive life substance.   

Tortoise - a plodding disciple; one who measures or gauges his senses by the act of withdrawal. 

Touching (cloth - brocade, cotton, linen, wool; flowers, fur, jewels, stone, water) - all are used in 

night instruction to train one’s sensitivity as to texture in touch. 

Tour (dc) - night flight. A true mentation symbol. 

Towel (ark) - final stages of cleansing. 

Towel (kitchen) (ark) - final stages of spiritual cleansing. 

Towel Rack (ktk) - support for cleansing. 

Towel (surgeon’s bowl and white towel) (IS) - Master K.H. (Koot Hoomi):  Law - Light Stream 

#4. 

Towel (white) (ark) - spiritual cleansing. 

Tower - symbol of overlook, or foresight-wisdom given to those who will receive it; thus, they 

become higher than other men in evolvement, earning authority.  A teacher’s or Master’s insight. 

Tower (north) (ark) - earning authority over death of the ego through overlook or foresight- 

wisdom. A teacher’s or Master’s insight. 

Tower (seen in a vision) - a lighthouse or tower in a vision indicates that one has contacted a 

Most High Saint’s protection.  One of these is Saint Barbara. 
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Tower (sun tower seen in a vision) (ark) - a sun tower seen in a vision indicates that one is under 

the Christ’s protection. 

Toys (playing with) (ark) - represents spontaneous, joyful energies from a place of purity and 

innocence in the family-atom. 

Traffic Signal (green) (ark)- a sign that the path is clear to go. 

Traffic Signal (red) (ark)- a sign to pause on the path. 

Trail - path leading to one’s spiritual Nature; [ktk] the less trodden path. 

Train - night flight.  All transits dreams relate to technique in night flight; (dc) the sound current. 

To be frustrated in catching a train indicates that one is in need of clearing his thoughts before 

sleep by the use of a mantram. 

Train (baggage master) (ark)- the baggage master checking one’s luggage indicates that one must 

leave his earthly cares of the day in the hands of the angel at night, that he may travel light and 

free. 

Train conductor (ark) - the Teacher. 

Train (railroad station) – setting out in a great railroad station means that one is getting ready for 

a deeper extension of night travel, and therefore is tuning into the resources of the powerhouse. 

Train (station agent) (ark) - the station agents are the angels. 

Train (ticket agent) (ark) - the ticket agent for the trip is the angel who decides how long one 

may stay and how far he may travel in his night-flight. 

Trash (garbage can) (ark) - signifies unwanted memories, duties or aspects of the self that the 

dreamer wishes to discard.  It thus also suggests a desire for a new beginning. 

Trash – See Garbage.  

Tree - when the symbology of a tree appears in a dream, the first symbolic level of the tree is 

archetypal.  The tree fulfills the symbol of the vertical line.  The telepathic instruction through 

such a symbol would relate to the disciple’s necessity to make pure alignment so as to think 

vertically and to use the will selflessly.  The tree would also indicate the disciple is now entering 

into a discipline to achieve a passionless life, as the tree symbolizes passionless life, or that is, the 

stilling of the sentient atom.  Archetypal.  Such a dream means that one has either been given 

instruction about the greater archetypes or has observed the workings of the archetypes.  

Archetype - original or divine blueprint for the mind and life processes in the earth.  The greater 

archetypes work first as the unmanifest or as the Word yet to be made flesh.  These spiritual, 
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creative, divine archetypal compulsions move in tides into the world through the minds of men.  

In each great archetype is an archetone.  The Holy Spirit sounds within the archetone when the 

divine Word is ready to enter into the mind and life of the Initiate. 

Tree (apple) - represents the law of gravity; through a collective, myth, allegorical memory, the 

one dreaming of the apple tree is being warned of a temptation to come; his soul is reminding him 

that he lives in a gravity world, where his spiritual freedom is hampered by sensuality. 

Tree (archetypal) (IS) - Master M (El Morya):  Will - Light Stream #1. 

Tree (archway formed by two trees) (ark) - overcoming the blending of two archetypes. 

Tree (avocado) - healer with anointing grace. 

Tree (bare) - one is being alerted that he is out of timing or out of season. 

Tree (blossoms) - to see a tree laden with flowers (blossoms), this is the symbol that s/he is to 

receive spiritual gifts from another lifestream. 

Tree (branches and limbs) - one is relating himself to the family atom. 

Tree (Christmas) decorated - heart disciple; initiation during the Christmas season (December 

14th through January 8th); overcoming the Herod materiality. 

Tree (Christmas) ornaments - symbols of festival grace. 

Tree (cut down) - to see a leafy tree being cut down, is the symbol of divorce, or the end of a 

marriage. 

Tree (Cypress) - the symbol that one should enter into a state of fasting, restraint and surrender. 

Tree (dead) - a situation has ended. 

Tree (dead, being cut down) - if the one sees a dead tree being cut down, this is the symbol of the 

end of life. 

Tree (dead limbs) - indicates neglect, death vibrations, termination. 

Tree (dried twigs) - indicates one has finished a situation and is ready to burn away the hampering 

memories of the past. 

Tree (Eucalyptus) - a symbol of racial and national impartiality; an indication that a cleansing 

initiation is before one as to race and nation; migration. 

Tree (Evergreen) - a reminder of everlasting life. 

Tree falling (redwood) (ark) - a symbol of spiritually royalty in need of support. 

Tree (3 fires) (173) - all trees contain three fires:  The first fire in a tree is mineral fire which is 

particularly healthful for the breath of man; to see the mineral fire indicates the need to unite 
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oneself with Nature and healing resources.  The second fire in a tree is the life-fire which is 

connected to the sacred atom centered in the roots which works with the ages giving it longevity 

grace; to see the life-fire within the tree would give one access to the reading of the akasic records 

of the tree and of the ages past, in which the tree had its first beginnings. The third degree of fire 

is light-fire which enables the tree to be an antenna of telepathy for man; to see the light-fire of 

the tree, one would be uniting his dream telepathy with Nature’s telepathy, and he would receive 

instruction as to the transposing of thoughts. 

Tree (firewood) - to use the wood of a tree for firewood is healing; the fragrance opens the pineal 

gland. Philosophical and spiritual illumination may come when one is sitting before a fire of 

burning wood. 

Tree (forest canopy) (ark) - spiritual retreat. 

Tree (forest canopy covered with tarp) (ark) – an emotionally protected spiritual retreat. 

Tree (fruit) (314) ^ fruit in a tree is a symbol of spiritual gifts; < fruit in a tree is an allegorical 

symbol of temptation.  Note the type of fruit to determine if the symbol is positive (^) or negative 

(<).  Also see ripe fruit and green fruit. 

Tree (green fruit) - green fruit on a tree is a symbol of grace to be earned. 

Trees (harvested) - a harvest time and its rewards; (b) a dramatic and fortunate ending of a 

situation. 

Trees (harvested forest) (ark) - signifies that one is ready to come out of a spiritual retreat to reap 

the rewards of the harvest. 

Tree (laden w/ flowers) - symbol that one is receive spiritual gifts from another lifestream. 

Tree (leaf) - to see the leaf of a tree means to hear sounds that are not heard with the outer ear. 

Tree (lemon) - symbol that one is to undergo restraining in speech; an astringent or caustic 

occurrence; sour; sour facts. 

Tree (limb) - when one sees the limbs of the tree and their branches, s/he is relating himself to the 

family-atom. 

Tree (lime) - a symbol of purification of the blood; a reminder to look to the nourishment of the 

cells in the physical body. 

Tree (log) - a dead tree indicates a situation has ended. 

Tree (oak) - the symbol of honor, integrity. 

Tree (orange) - the symbol of Mediterranean memories. 
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Trees (orderly forest) - to see an orderly forest reminds one that he is ready for a retreat, or a time 

of spiritual surrender and privacy. 

Trees (orderly grove) ark - to see an orderly grove of trees is a reminder that one is ready for a 

short retreat, or a time of spiritual surrender and privacy. 

Tree (pine) - a symbol of Atlantean times; also, of the need to research the combined humanities 

and their meaning.  A symbol of a Mars initiate. 

Tree (palm) - to see a short palm tree in a dream indicates that one is being helped by surrounding 

persons and circumstances to bear his burden. 

Tree (plum) - a symbol of ruggedness, dependableness. 

Tree (pruned back) - indicates that one is in need of elimination in association and thoughts; he 

should be prepared for discipline. 

Tree (redwood) - a symbol stirring the grace-memories of Atlantean and Lemurian times. The 

Redwood tree is symbolic of spiritual royalty and is considered a Master tree. 

Tree (ripened fruit) - ripe fruit on a tree is a symbol of grace. 

Tree (root) - one is researching the memory of the ages. 

Tree (roots exceptionally long) - one is touching the world-soul record of man in the earth. 

Tree (roots - semi-tap) - semi-tap roots growing in all directions are moving archetypal trees. 

Tree (roots - widely scattered) - any tree in surface soil with widely scattered roots received in 

dream or meditation, relates to the lack of stamina in man’s emotions. 

Tree (shape) - angular vertical lines represent the masculine side of symbology. 

Tree (shape) - rounded tree indicates the feminine principle.   

Tree (seasons): 

• Spring - a virginal beginning. 

• Summer - a harvest time and its rewards; (b) a dramatic and fortunate ending of a 

situation. 

• Autumn - a necessity to re-evaluate one’s attitudes and thoughts. 

• Winter - when one dreams of bare trees and snow on the ground, this indicates a climax or 

end of long-standing associations; the finality of a hopeless, non-responsive and static 

situation. 

Tree (tall) - longevity. 

Tree (thicket of) - one is reminded that he has need of clearing out his thoughts, to provide them 
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with a pathway to greater thoughts of light. 

Tree (top) - one is observing man’s mentality. 

Tree (transplant) - in receptive and loving soil, the angel of the tree will protect it in its new 

environment. 

Tree (trunk) ark - cosmos archetypal knowledge. 

Tree (upright) (IS) - Terrestrial Angels. 

Tree (upside down) –the earth is receiving power from an archetype. 

Tree (upside down) (IS) - Archangel Uriel. 

Tree (walnut) - a symbol of sturdiness; of a masculine nature; helps from a paternal person. 

Tree (wood ready for fire) - wood ready for fire on the hearth indicates that one is to enter into a 

protective and happy domestic situation. 

Triangle / Triad - transcendental consciousness; pure consciousness; perfected action; mediation. 

Triangle (above an inverted triangle) (327) - manifestation; dimensional alignment; command of 

the elements; knowledge of Nature forces; communion with the Angel Kingdoms; power to 

etherically enter the interior of the earth.    

Triangle (inverted) - < secrecy; dark; left-hand path; perverted; > mystery; feminine principle; 

mystic nature. 

Trinity - all trinity functions express the universal principles of the Will, the Word and the Law of 

God.8 

Trolley bus (ark) - traveling with a group body into the lower astral world. 

Truck - symbol of a person who must relate himself to the common-sense practicals of earth 

necessities.  If one is traveling in a truck, he is going by slow freight in his spiritual progress. 

Truck (black) (ark) - symbol of a person who is in danger due to undersoul energies and must 

now relate themselves to the common-sense practicals of earth necessities.   

Truck (catering)(arc/ark) - the symbol of a person who must relate himself to the common-sense 

spiritual practicals of earth necessities.  If one is traveling in a truck, he is going by slow freight in 

his spiritual progress. 

Truck (red) (arck) - symbol of a person who must relate himself to the common-sense practicals 

of earth necessities who is power charged with cosmic dynamism. 

Truck (red cement) (ark) - symbol of a person who is a cosmic builder who must relate 

 
8Ann Ree Colton, Watch Your Dreams, pg. 379. 
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himself to the common-sense practicals of earth and necessities.  

Truck (traveling in black) (ark) - if one is traveling in a black truck, he is going by slow freight 

in his spiritual progress and is in danger of being overcome by undersoul energies. 

Truck (white) - symbol of a person who must relate himself to the common-sense practicals of 

earth and spiritual necessities.  If one is traveling in a truck, he is going by slow freight in his 

spiritual progress. 

Trunk - family memories. 

Tube (ascending upward) (IS) - Maha Chohan. 

Tube (brown) (ark) - discipline through physical sacrifice or service. 

Tube (transparent lamb skin)(ark) - discipline through use of the love commandments. 

Tulip - telepathy from the Cosmos Disciple called the Hollander; a symbol of religious mediation; 

pure religious worship devoid of ecclesiastical prejudice. 

Tumor - false sense of importance; going beyond oneself; overambitious. 

Tunnel (black) (106) - a black tunnel indicates that one must move forward with his karma, 

accepting it, that he may break through or go forward toward the light to obtain his liberation 

from karma. 

Tunnel (white airline tunnel) (dc) - spiritual world; being met by Master. 

Tunnel (manmade) (106) -  if one sees in vision or dream, a darkened, man-made cave such as a 

tunnel or mine entrance, this pertains to physical karma and indicates a temporary research into 

some karmic interception, that is, the one dreaming is being shown that he must search out a 

physical concept and assess its limitation. 

Turban (ark) - an Eastern teacher. 

Turban (black) (ark) - an Eastern dark astral guru. 

Turkey - symbol of the autumn. 

Turquoise blue (109) - color related to the higher astral world or first heaven. 

Turquoise blue (121) - the key solar color for mystical healing for Sagittarius. 

Turquoise (stone or jewel) (129) - The turquoise stone appeared in the earth during the period of 

transition between Lemuria and Atlantis by the volcanic action of the continent of Lemuria.  (109) 

Persons remembering this color stone or jewel symbology are remembering an Atlantean life 

(129-30) where it was used as an obeisance stone and a sacred touching stone.  It was used by the 

high priests in the temples to make contact with the Higher Elect in the inner planes and in Egypt 
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to extend telepathic powers.  To see a turquoise in a dream is to (1) unite oneself with the mineral 

etheric fires of Lemuria and Atlantis; and (2) one is being initiated into world akasic records and 

into the records of submerged continents beneath the sea.  These records lead the dreamer into 

ancient dynasty powers and ritual memory that he may add to his consciousness a memory 

necessary for his perspective in his present state of evolvement. 

Turquoise (bracelet) (109) - indicates protection earned during an Atlantean existence. 

Turquoise (pendant or necklace) (109) - one has earned protection due to old initiate powers in 

Atlantis. 

Turquoise (ring) (109) - one is remembering and recalling Atlantean ancient powers into the 

physical action of the present time. 

Turtle - a methodical disciple; guidance to go slow.  A turtle with head withdrawn - a retreatist 

disciple.  When one brings someone into the Christ fold, s/he is called their turtle. (JM) Patience. 

TV Guide (ark) - instruction guide from the Master. 
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i. Ann Ree Colton, Watch Your dreams, p.24-5. 
ii Ann Ree Colton, The Archetypal Kingdom, p. 293. 


